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1 JM AND COMPANY 12 -

WOVEN FABRICS,

LININGS,

JACQUARD, SPANDEX METALLIC

Acetate linings, contained beautiful colors and promote a cool & fresh feeling in hot temperatures, and has a superior property, 

particularly its made by wooden pulp, the reason why called as 'echo-friendly products'. and also we have a'Oeko tex 100 certificate' 

registered by Testex in Swiss.

Union woven jacquard fabrics, we have over 10 thousand of excellent designs with various colored metallic yarns, and technical stretch 

or spandex woven fabrics for outer wear market.We have our own weaving and finishing factories, could supply diffenrentiated and 

competitive quality, colors and prices.

070-7776-5406 010-6401-5406 minsh2005@naver.com

2 KEOSAN 12 www.keosan.com 

COSAN HYDROGEN WATER 

GENERATOR,  HYDROGEN WATER 

DISPENSER & PURIFIER

*COSAN HYDROGEN WATER GENERATOR* (HS CODE 8543) 수출유망팀. 

-Powerful Anti-Oxidation (-540 ORP)

-The smallest clustered water molecules

-Portable / Convenient / Easy Maintenance

02-585-0888 010-2707-3762 alice@cosan.kr 

3 SEORYONG 12 www.srbaby.com 

PLA Bio-Degradable Scrubber & 

Shower towel 

PLA Bio-Degradable Baby 

Products (Rattle, Teether, Table 

PLA Bio-Degradable Scrubber & Shower towel 

PLA Bio-Degradable Baby Products (Rattle, Teether, Table wares, Etc.) 
070-8235-3191 010-3163-3191 zephyros14@naver.com

4 NATOYAN 12 www.natoyan.com 

CERAMIC COATING COOKWARE, 

Eco Steam Grill Pan,

Multi Pans with detachable handle

(DIE CAST ALUMINUM COOKWARE)

1. CERAMIC COATING COOKWARE

Made of die cast aluminum material, beautiful color ceramic coating is applied on 

outside body, and high quality non-stick ceramic coating is applied on inside body.

Lid is also made of the same material and coating as the body.

"Windmill" model is adopting the pinwheel(windmill) design, boasting elegant and

modern style beauty. It is a decoration itself in the kitchen.

It has a boilover prevention function, and consists of various utensils,

such as saucepan, saucepot, saute, frying pan with several sizes.

2. Eco Steam Grill Pan

Made of heavy duty die cast aluminum, dome cover enables the inside steam & heat

circulate, resulting in soft and juicy taste of food.

Folding handle frying pan is a part of the set, so it is for both home & outdoor use.

It was launched at Korean homeshopping. Varous color ceramic coating can be applied. 

3. Multi Pans with detachable handle

Made of die cast aluminum material, outside coating is color ceramic and inside

coating is Xylan or Quantanium non-stick coating.

Many sizes of pots do not have handles itself, but a multi handle is ready 

to be attached to the pot when moving the pot.

032-817-7178 010-6288-6438 natoyanjp@gmail.com 

5 DNCompany 12 www.dncompany.co.kr cosmetics

Brand : Easydew, Brand Introduction : Easydew is Cosmetics contained DW-EGF(Epidermal Growth Factor). So Easydew is good for 

sensitive skin.

Product Line : 

1.Easydew Pure Mild Cleansing Gel

2.Easydew All-Calming Essential Toner

3.Easydew Active Soothing Serum

4.Easydew EGF Repair Control (contained 10ppm EGF)

5.Easydew Renewal Moisture/Renewal Intensive Moisture

6.Easydew Fresh Mild Sun Block

7.Easydew Mineral BB Cream

8.Easydew Moisture Essential Mist

*Easydew is formulated without the irritating ingredients(Paraben, Alcohol, Meneral Oil, Fragrance, Silicone, Artificial Color, SLS 

Surfactant, Talc)

02-550-8189 010-9980-3426 jp1124@daewoong.co.kr

6 PTS KOREA 12
www.ptswater.co

m 
Hot and Cold Water Dispenser Hot and Cold Water Dispenser 032-524-0542 010-9627-1247 cnckr@daum.net 

7 QUEEN ART 12 -
Fry pan, WOK, Grill, CASSEROLE, 

POT

Our cast aluminum cookwares distribute heat evenly and are very heat conductive during cooking. Features Marble non-stick coating 

with 4 layers and cleaning is a breeze. We also specialize in all different surface coating like Diamond, Ceramic and Titanium coating. 

Our ceramic coating is very eco-friendly(non-PTFE/non-PFOA) and the demand for this eco-friendly coating is increasing while we are 

having good responses from our customers with our newly introduced surface coatings. Also, we have whole lots of different sized 

cookwares in our hand. With 16cm~40cm diameter and round, squre and oval shape, we always develop new and innovative products 

to meet customers' needs.

031-986-0531 011-275-7673 yss-art@hanmail.net 

Booth 

No

Exhibitor @ KOREAN EXPO 14, TEHRAN
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8 BARONA 12 www.mobarona.co.kr mobarona hair tonic

8575 Skin Mist

Vitamin E and pumpkin water extract which is full of beta-carotene your sensitive skin to maintain stability through rich in nutrients.

and agar-agar extract of seaweed which is included, rich in minerals and nutrients can be beneficial to your skin.

Also it makes your sensitive and rough skin more shiny, glowing and softening.

mobarona hair tonic

microopic nano-particles of nvegetable fatty acids conpletely eliminaye harmful ingredients which cover the hair and scalp.

they also have excellent antibacterial functions that are very good at making your hair and scalp healthy.

The ingredients Leithin,Tocopherol,and isoflavones which are contained in soy also help by moisturizing for a long time to make ypur 

hair beautiful sparkly and shiny.

S'balloon Skin Bady Line

Tanglewood Tanglewood cool cooling for hot body

Energy supply of tired skin

Strong and healthy not smooth

032-624-3577 010-9336-6914 mobarona@hanmail.net 

9 OTTIE INTERNATIONAL 12 www.ottie.co.kr cosmetics

Ottie implies the pompous beauty, aiming for the stately life to express yourself to hold head up. We aims for true beauty not only to 

simply express its external beauty,

but also to awake the sense beneath the skin.

Customer-tailored service for your own skin type and style finding out the most ideal skin condition what client pursue. Target is to 

make every Ottie client happy and beauty. 

Slogan N'ture from " Natural as N'ture " symbolizes " future " & " nature ". 

Our line offer from middle-low to high-end quality skin care and makeup products including functional products such as whitening, anti-

wrinkle and UV protection.

Besides, We developed new formula of sunscreen which offers SPF 50+ PA+++ ( certified by KFDA ) in very waterproof ( clinical test 

completed ) function without water formulated, which is the first development in domestic market. 

We're exporting around 18 countries since the first launch in 2004 year. 

Now Ottie has been nominated as GLONAL BRAND in BLUE Grade by KOTRA in 2014 year. 

MAJOR PRODUCT : Ottie Purple Dew MakeUp Series ( 21 sku ), Ottie Gold Prestiage Skin Care Series ( 5 sku ), Other skin care & 

makeup products ( total 300 sku )

02-595-0300 010-4249-4962 willy@ottie.co.kr 

10 NOWCOS 12
www.nowcos.co.k

r 
cosmetics

Aqua jelly pact- Aqua Tender jelly pact that contains full of moisture gives cool and moisturizing touch, natural skin expression, and 

sebum control. 

[Feature]

Foundation in compact case with elastic cushion jelly formula that is based on watery blending. 

- Gives cooling effect and soothe the skin when essence water is absorbed and water is evaporated. 

Full of essence water cover the skin as by melting and gives long lasting hydration effect 

Sebum control powder grasp at excessive sebum and increase longlasting effect and coverage.

Applied optimum amount by the refined air light powder, It expresses detailer and lighter skin tone. 

*UV cut (SPF20 PA++)/Anti-wrinkle/Whitening functional Cosmetic

02-6959-5607 010-5104-1154 mk@inowcos.co.kr 

11 CHAMOS COSMETIC 12 www.chamos.co.kr cosmetics

Chamos ACACI TROUBLE SKIN SOLUTION MAGIC POWDER

1. It is suitable to use for acnegenic skin or skin problems.

2. It pacifies skin problems instantly and eases scars caused by skin problems.

3. Natural moisturizing factor of hyaluronic acid forms skin protective layer and reinforces

holding force of moisture.

4. Chamaecyparis obtusa water containing most phytoncide acts sterilization, pacification and pleasure and suppresses skin problems, 

improves immunity function and makes your skin healthy, clean and clear.

chamos ACACI SNAIL REPAIR WHITENING MILKY CREAM 

(Double functions of whitening and anti-wrinkle/free-preservative)

It is a new multi-functional milky cream that makes your skin white instantly and 

contains instant brightening effect when you rub the Cream over your skin. It not

only has a soft feeling of use, is excellent to apply to your skin easily, ocers your 

skin tone effectively but also covers thick blemishes, expresses your skin into your

bare skin and waterful skin and makes your skin clear and beautiful without stimulation.

Chamos ACACI SANIL RADIANCE YOUTH OIL DROP 7 EMULSION

As soon as you rub the emulsion formulation over your skin, it changes like magic.

5 vegetable oil forms thin oil layer on your skin, it prevents the moisture from 

evaporating, it meets the balances between the oil and the moisture and it makes

your skin moisturizing without irritation. Even though it changes into oil, it sticks to

your skin perfectly without being sticky or greasy and it maintains your skin healthy

and elastic like a baby's skin. Also snail mucus extract fills up your skin with the 

moisture, it makes your crisp skin moist and clear, and it gives not only excellent

031-730-0808 010-4800-1660 paipias@hanmail.net 

12 MAGIC CHEF 12
www.magicchef.c

o.kr 
Titanium Diamond Coating 

Our Titanium Diamond Coating Frypans are durable and shock resistant, no deformation on impacts. Titanium Diamond Coating inside 

adds a Titanium and an artficial Diamond on base Coating materials by using a Nano-technology method. It makes Frypans maximize 

Coating hardness and minimize corrosion. Also, this Coating gives the products super strong and durable coats with resistance to 

scratch, wear, and corrosion. and It is easy to clean and non-stick. non-stick Coating outside makes Frypans strong resistable to scratch 

and high temperature. 

Magic Flower Pots has colorful 3 layers ceramics and flower paintings outside pots. They can make your kitchen luxurious and 

sophisticated.

053-581-7301 010-3524-8385 magchef@chol.com 

http://www.mobarona.co.kr/
http://www.ottie.co.kr/
mailto:willy@ottie.co.kr
http://www.nowcos.co.kr/
http://www.nowcos.co.kr/
mailto:mk@inowcos.co.kr
http://www.chamos.co.kr/
mailto:paipias@hanmail.net
http://www.magicchef.co.kr/
http://www.magicchef.co.kr/
mailto:magchef@chol.com


13 RANEE 12 www.ranee.co.kr  gas grill
Ranee wide gas grill is designed for outdoor and indoor use conveniently and it has powerful and efficient gas plate burner made of 

stainless steel bonded to extra-large 530X320 premium nonstick aluminum grill. In particular, therefore it is great for family meal, 

buffet or entertaining when you need to cook for a crowd.

032-570-1885
010-4722-6100  

010-8984-6969

sunmi478@ranee.co.kr 

lhwkso@ranee.co.kr

14 JAYEONJIAE 12
www.jayeonjiae.c

om 
Jayeon Jiae Cosmetics

We are cosmetic products manufacturing company, Jayeon Jiae. 

We have various product line from basic skin care to make up and sheet mask products based on high technologies
051-466-2812 010-3868-5751 bms52@hanmail.net

15 KM&I 12 www.kmni.co.kr Seat and Seat components Seat and Seat components 070-4000-6005 010-5415-3089 chasookim@kmni.co.kr

16 AUSTEM 12 www.austem.co.kr

Chassis-FRT Cradle/RR 

Axle/FLCA/Links/Steel 

Wheel,Body/Exterior-FRT RAIL 

ASM/RR RAIL ASM/SIDE 

PANEL/ROOF, Interior/Safety-Seat 

Mechanism

Chassis-FRT Cradle/RR Axle/FLCA/Links/Steel Wheel,Body/Exterior-FRT RAIL ASM/RR RAIL ASM/SIDE PANEL/ROOF, Interior/Safety-

Seat Mechanism
041-559-2433 010-4934-9970 htjung@austem.co.kr

17
  SEBANG GLOBAL 

BATTERY 
12

www.gbattery.co

m

Battery for Automotive(passenger 

& commercial), for Forklift,  for 

marine & recreational vehicle use 

and Industrial battery

Battery for Automotive(passenger & commercial), for Forklift,  for marine & recreational vehicle use and Industrial battery 02-3451-6246 010-9909-9861 KAY@GBATTERY.COM

18  SNACO  12 www.snaco.co.kr tyre, catalyst, airlesspump etc

Brand : NEXEN 

Now we are very happy to introduce the NEXEN tire from KOREA.

We have the right to supply NEXEN tire to IRAN.

NEXEN has realized a remarkable growth in KOREA.

and GLOVAL. They supply their tire to 130 countries in the world.

we independently developed such new technologies as CDPF(Catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filter), PDPF(Partial Diesel Particulate Filter), 

and the air purification system using knowledge of catalyst chemistry.

82-51-711-2333 010-3847-3334 snaco1@hanmail.net

19 JEONWOO PRECISION 12 www.jwjm.com
 DRAWING STAMPING PARTS 

(MOTER CASE, LANS HOLDER, 

INFLATER)

Continuous improvement for Automation, Process control, Flexibility. 053-859-5400 - jw-jm@hanmail.net

20 BELINNA 12 www.belinna.com cosmetics

3D Virbration brush 

The 12,000 times vibrating a minute cleanses through the face effectively.

The superfine fibers brush removes the dirt in pores with soft.

The vibration taps on the dead skins deeply and cleanses clearly.

02-865-3110 010-9253-5494
 hughlee@belinna.com

belinna@belinna.com 

21 J & J 12 www.jjpack.co.kr Eco-Friendly PVC Food Wrap

J&J, One of PVC Stretch Film for Food Key Manufacturers, Only Focused on PVC Cling Film Since its Foundation and uses Food Additive 

Plasticizer which is Harmless to Human-Beings. Our Human Care Eco-Friendly PVC Food Wrap is made of Vegetable Plasticizers without 

harmful substances passed by USA FDA (CFR) LAB TEST.

To Assure World Best Commercial Use Wrap Quality, all the Machineries of Our Production Lines Designed & Manufactured with our 

Technical Know-How in Korea, and We have Strict Quality Control & In-House Test Procedure to deliver our Premium PVC Food Wrap 

Quality for our Valuable Overseas Customers. 

031-554-0165 010-2968-6966 jjsales@jjpack.co.kr 

22 SBW 12 www.sbw.co.kr undershirt Undershirts, pants, Underwear 02-3485-6237 010-9439-3492 peakjsw@naver.com 

23 HOME CLUB 12 www.homeclub.kr pans, pots Kitchen utensils (pans, pots) cooking, the mechanism to use. 031-593-8895 016-690-1202 dstr61@hanmail.net

24 SHINWEON S&T 12
www.shinweon.co

m

 Mold nitrogen gas springs, and 

other molded parts
 Mold nitrogen gas springs, and other molded parts 070-4077-3568 010-3233-4286 sekoh@shinweon.com

25 SUNIL DYFAS 12
www.sunildyfas.co

m

Cylinder Head Bolt,ConRod 

Bolt,Tappet,Valve Spring Retainer, 

Valve Lock, Wheel and hub Hub 

bolts, Guide rods, booster bolts, 

Cold forgin parts

Cylinder Head Bolt,ConRod Bolt,Tappet,Valve Spring Retainer, Valve Lock, Wheel and hub Hub bolts, Guide rods, booster bolts, Cold 

forgin parts
043-530-1861 010-2809-7200 export@sunildyfas.com

26 PUNG KANG 12
www.pungkang.co

.kr
Nuts for Cars Nuts for Cars 031-359-3617 010-7216-1265 sckim@pungkang.co.kr

27 FINETRO 12 www.finetro.co.kr
Brake Pad, lining, SHOE & FINE 

BLANKING,
Brake Pad, lining, SHOE & FINE BLANKING, 055-572-6762 010-5509-5090 tmlee@finetro.co.kr

28 ENA INDUSTRY 12  www.ena.co.kr
 NVH vibration rubber, plastic 

injection, ignition cable etc
 NVH vibration rubber, plastic injection, ignition cable etc 053-850-0888 010-3334-1932 jyjoo@ena.co.kr

http://www.ranee.co.kr/
http://www.jayeonjiae.com/
http://www.jayeonjiae.com/
http://www.kmni.co.kr/
http://www.gbattery.com/
http://www.gbattery.com/
http://www.snaco.co.kr/
http://www.belinna.com/
mailto:jp1124@daewoong.co.kr
mailto:jp1124@daewoong.co.kr
http://www.jjpack.co.kr/
mailto:jjsales@jjpack.co.kr
http://www.sbw.co.kr/
http://endic.naver.com/search.nhn?query=undershirt
mailto:peakjsw@naver.com
http://www.homeclub.kr/
http://www.shinweon.com/
http://www.shinweon.com/
http://www.sunildyfas.com/
http://www.sunildyfas.com/
http://www.pungkang.co.kr/
http://www.pungkang.co.kr/
http://www.finetro.co.kr/


29 HANGHIL GLONET 12 -
Lemona S-san,

Patch S3.1

1. Product Name : Patch S3.1

2. Efficacy : Help to remove wrinkles.

: Micro needling effect.

: Filler Effect by Hyaluronic acid

: EGF (Epidermal Growth Factor) enhances regeneration of the skin.

3. Ingredient : Hyaluronic acid, EGF (Epidermal Growth Factor)

4. Structure : Biodegradable Micro-needle structures.

5. Packaging : Pouch (400mg X 2ea Patch), Single Box (4ea Pouch) 

1. Product Name : Lemona S-san

2. Appearance : Powder Vitamin-C

3. Ingredient : Coated Ascorbic Acid(Vit.C) 375mg, Riboflavin 1.5mg, 

Pyridoxine HC 3.75mg

4. Efficacy : Supplement of vitamin B2, B6, C when fatigued, pregnant, nursing and tired during and after disease. 

Relief of melasma and freckle.

5. Dosage : Above 8years children and adults - 1stick / once a day. 

6. Packaging : Steel heart can for 70 sticks, steel can for 150 stickes.

02-575-9985 - kapss.int@gmail.com 

30 HOUSE COOK VISION ART 12 www.coopia.co.kr  kitchen utensils

Since established in 1982, VISION ART has been developed with steady efforts of R&D to be a professional maker about metallic 

kitchen utensils: diecasting pans and pots etc..

As the result of these efforts, we have managed to secure stable position in the domestic wholesale/retail market for a long time. 

Recently. we decided to introduce our products to the forgein coustomers. we are looking forward to meeting a new forgein partner.

031-315-8037 010-5348-9047 nasets@daum.net 

31 DEMCO CSI 12 www.demcocsi.com 
CAMERA MPDULE, COLOR TFT 

LCD MODULE

CAMERA MPDULE (CCD & CMOS SENSOR WITH ISP) & COLOR TFT LCD MODULE (WITH CUSTOMIZED P.CAP TOUCH SOLUTION 

OPTIONAL) FOR VIDEO DOORPHONE & HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
032-326-3763 010-2962-0826 yskim@demcocsi.com 

32 DORCO KOREA 12 www.dorco.co.kr
Razers (for Men or Women), 

Kitchen KNIVES, Cutters 
The Korean No1 Razer manufacture - We also make the kitchen knives and Cutter 822-585-3611 - hskwak@dorco.co.kr

33 FEROOF 12 www.feroof.com Stone Chip Coated Steel Roof Tiles

Feroof's Stone Chip Coated Steel Roof Tiles are made by coating acrylic polymers, fireproof materials, anti-rust adhesive, and stone 

particles(Italian premium volcanic stone on galvalume steel sheet, surface treated, which has corrosion and heat resistant, then shape 

them using heat.

Our self-developed press facility and product line are known for great quality and customer satisfaction through acquiring of ISO9001 

and ISO 14001. Our transport, store, As much as their reduced weight, construction costs are cut down, They have strong durability 

and convenient workability, Also they have good adhesion, excellent quality, various colors, so customer can choose any color match.

02-557-9322 010-4799-3488 korea@feroof.com 

34
ECO ONE HOLDINGS 

LIMITED
12 www.ecopla.kr

Decorative sheet/film,Decoration 

Wooden pulp panel/moulding 
Decorative sheet/film,Decoration Wooden pulp panel/moulding 032-528-1473 010-9874-6719 ms6719@naver.com

35 SAMBO BLINDS 12 www.sambo-tex.com Roll Blinds, Roll Screen, Curtains
As a sunshade products for window covering, not only be limited to sun block but also has a function of interior effect and high 

efficiency of energy by dint of ultraviolet rays blocking and furthermore these products are combined with unique and beautiful 

designs by using of adjustment the height and light guide control without limitation. 

053-585-9680 

/070-8196-9688

010-8592-1680 

/010-6569-3655
samboblind@naver.com 

36 YANMAGNS 12 www.yanmagns.com  sink table - 032-822-1314 010-9959-2791
info@yanmagns.com 

julia@yanmaframe.com 

37 FIRST INTERNATIONAL 12 www.kimiya.kr Pvc Deco Sheet

Pvc deco sheet is made by calender method, the process of manufacturing is that film shape is made from pvc resin by heat fusion 

form in order to be mingled well and then print and emboss on the surface.

Pvc deco sheet is applied for building materials, the surface finishing of kitchen furniture, window frame, door, wardrobe, desk top of 

the office and etc, as elegance interior, it has a merit can be produced according to the needs of the customers by printing.

And the brilliance and transparency of the product are excellent.

02-929-6403 010-7502-5125 khkim@kimiya.co.kr 

38 JEJU MAGMA ENERGY 12
http://jejubio.ejej

u.net/

 Functional bangle, Functional 

Underwear
 Functional bangle, Functional Underwear 064-799-7808 - jejubio@hanmail.net 

mailto:kapss.int@gmail.com
http://www.coopia.co.kr/
mailto:nasets@daum.net
http://www.demcocsi.com/
mailto:yskim@demcocsi.com
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mailto:korea@feroof.com
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39 NEO-MED 12
www.neosupport.

co.kr 
joints guards

Made of eco-friendly material that is

harmless to the body.

Humidity controllable when wearing 

Maintains constant body temperature for 

its low heat conductivity that doesn't

account for sweating (Zero moisture regain)

An excellent patented product that

continuously protects and refreshes skin

without feeling sticky

Harmless, non-toxic and odorless

A functional health support that is 70%

lighter and 40 times faster in absorption

and drying than cotton

Good for people with atopic dermatitis,

sensitive skin and trouble skin without

itchiness, sense of difference and resistance. 

It makes the body comfortable and easy.

Treated with ocher which is known to have

051-262-6331 010-8518-6395 neomed@daum.net 

40 YEOLLIN SESANG 12 www.ysesang.com  plastic materials mobile utility cart

Our major product, mobile utility cart(Trolley), is made of plastic materials, PP and ABS, so it's light and inexpensive comparing to 

stainless steel products, and it has good durability. We introduced combination principle of bolt and nut, so our product can be 

assembled and disassembled without any tool.

Our products are used at hospital and private clinic to carry medical equipments, materials for medical treatment and medical 

disposables, and also can be used at laboratory, school, office, factory, beauty shop, home, and etc.

Our utility carts have been exported more than 26 countries, because they have good qualities and competitive price, compared to 

China’s products.

02-464-6838 010-8711-1456 cart@ysesang.com 

41 WELBU TECH 12 www.welbu.com 

Calf Massager : Seven-Liner

Limb Cyclical Pressure Device : 

Seven Liner ZAM ZAM

Calf Massager : Seven-Liner

The most beautiful calf degree is 7-line. Seven-Liner was the result of an effort to make entire female have beautiful legs. 

Rubbing and Massaging the calves stimulate the circulation of blood and great help your daily fatigue remove and muscles relax.

And what’s more, cuff set can massage arm, thigh and abdomen as well as calf using air pressure. 

Limb Cyclical Pressure Device : Seven Liner ZAM ZAM

It helps to prevent blood clots in blood vessels with 5 chambers. In order to help increase blood circulation, periodically, high air 

pressure pumping to inflate the limbs and sleeves prevents swelling and daily fatigue. Especially, Hose Plug Sensor Switch (cuff 

connection recognition) and Cuff Deflation function (removal of remaining air in the cuff after use) are our own technology patented in 

Korea. 

Nasal Aspirator with Nebulizer : Coclean

Coclean is the world’s first specialized treatment appliance for the nose. 

Containing a saline solution in the form of ultra micro particle (0.68 micron), anytime & anywhere, you simply spray it into the nostrils 

as deep as you can without causing any irritation. It will remove all nasal diseases by cleansing the nose, i.e. sucking all the mucus. 

Hand-Held massager : Squirrel Massager

Stimulate meridian point effectively! Applying various massage sticks, your whole body can be selectively massaged. The massage 

intensity can be controlled easily by turning its speed knob. It is a small and light but powerful hand-held massager that you would feel 

032-860-5310 010-3929-1636 sales@welbu.com 

42 SHINHAN CERAMIC 12 www.scco.co.kr  ceramics cartridge

SCC has been mass producing water faucet made of advanced ceramics for a number of renowned manufacturers ever since ceramic 

seal discs were first integrated in sanitary fittings. Seal discs are the sore spot of every sanitary fitting, so their quality and service life 

are key. High-quality mixer faucets must therefore incorporate durable seal components that do their job without fatigue even after 

being activated millions of times. 

031-498-5800 

(122)
010-6339-8764 scco@scco.co.kr 

43 LIMSCO 12 www.ajce.co.kr  breaker breaks rocks

AJCE Hydraulic breaker breaks rocks by excavator hydraulic as an attachment. It is very popular for demolition, stone mining and road 

construction all over the world. AJCE hydraulic breaker is proud of its strong power and duribility as it is made of Korean genuine 

material and parts and by 100% Korean technology. Partners can choose a proper model under the local circumstance and situation 

because AJCE provide 21 models from 1 ton to 60 ton class and each model has availability to have silent type, open top type and side 

type. Outward valve type 280F and inward valve type 810M are AJCE's best model which are exported for more than 1,000 units 

annually.

031-315-6454 010-5201-5558 ajin412@naver.com

http://www.neosupport.co.kr/
http://www.neosupport.co.kr/
mailto:neomed@daum.net
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44 JINWANG INDUSTRY 12 www.confiad.com 

Stone Cares - It is for the 

maintenance, repairing of the 

natural and cast stone.

Stone Cares - It is for the maintenance, repairing of the natural and cast stone.

1. Polishing Cream for Solid Surfaces & Natural Stones - Excellent in polishing contertop. Neutral type. Safe & Eco friendly

2. Stone Protec(Water, oil and stain Repellent) - High performance. Water, juice, wine, grease, oil etc.

3. Color Restorer - Brightens faded stone, wet-effected.

4. Color Intensifier - Intensifiers the natural color, maintains the luster of the polish.

5. Stone Cleaner - Multiple Cleaners, Stubborn stain removal, deterqens, Highly concentrated. 

Seamless Joint Adhesive for Solid Surfaces & Engineerd Stone

031-767-8441 010-3703-8441 confiad03@confiad.com

45 KCP CONTRETE PUMPS 12
www.kcppump.co

m 
concrete pump

A concrete pump is a machine used for transferring liquid concrete by pumping.

It is known as a trailer-mounted boom concrete pump because it uses a remote-controlled articulating robotic arm (called a boom) to 

place concrete with pinpoint accuracy. Boom pumps are used on most of the larger construction projects as they are capable of 

pumping at very high volumes and because of the labour saving nature of the placing boom.

055-580-9011 010-3876-4140 hjlee@kcppump.com

46 DONG KWANG 12
www.doorclosers.

kr 
Door Closer.

Door Closer.

A door closer is a mechanical device that closes door. in general after some one opens it, or after it was automatically opened. 
02-3661-3311 010-6775-5415 closerdk@naver.com 

47 SSEWONMEDIX INC 12 www.sewonmedix.com Dental implant

Since 2006, SEWONMEDIX is manufacturer in dental implant materials and have been supplying it to various companies in Korea such 

as Osstem, Dio, Dentium, Megagen and others.

[Products]

SEWONMEDIX can supply Implant, Prosthetics and Implant Instruments.

[Manpower]

Our main members worked for in Osstem implant for about ten years.

[Quality]

The products what we have deliveried already have been selling to worldwide without any problems via our customers.

For reference, we have certification such as CE mark , ISO 13485 issued by SGS.

In conclusion, SEWONMEDIX can supply dental implant materials via OEM , ODM or OBM with the best quality, reasonable and 

affordable price would be lowest.

070-4694-5108 010-6760-8588 wildgoose@sewonmedix.com 

48
KOREA UNITED PHARM 

INC 
12 www.kup.co.kr 

Anticancer drugs, 

IMD(Incrementally Modificed 

Drug)

Anticancer drugs, IMD(Incrementally Modificed Drug), Other ETD producrs 02-512-9981 010-3896-6359 sclee@kup.co.kr 

49 AUTOWEL 12
www.autowel.co.k

r 

INVERTER ARC WELDING M/C : 

WELDING M/C BY INVERTER, 

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

INVERTER ARC WELDING M/C : WELDING M/C BY INVERTER, ELECTRONIC CONTROL

THYRISTOR CO2 WELDING M/C : WELDING M/C BY SCR, ELECTRONIC CONTROL

STEEL STRUCTURE FABRICATING AND PROCESSING LINE : TOTAL PRODUCTION LINE FOR H-BEAM, PIPE ETC.

032-818-8925 010-328-96619 sales@autowel.co.kr

50/51
TMT ENGINEERING 

CO.,LTD.
24 www.tmteng.com 

PORTABLE AXLE LOAD SCALE, 

CRANE SCALE

PORTABLE AXLE LOAD(TRUCK) SCALE

With the Potable Axle Load Scale of TMT Engineering, you can exactly measure weigh of a whole vehicle without restriction of the 

number of axles. The existing embedded- type products have restrictions in installation cost and location. But this portable-type Axle 

Load Scale can be easily installed at any place and used without restriction of location. Weighing in-motion is available, needless to say 

weighing without motion. In-motion weighing is very convenient and effective when applied to controlling in and outbound cargo at 

the place where traffic is heavy and controlling the overloaded vehicles.

CRANE SCALE (Hanging Scale)

TMT Engineering, Crane Scal 

02-987-7001 010-3749-4043 crane@tmteng.com 

52
SHINHAN DIAMOND 

INDUSTRIAL
12

www.shinhandia.c

om 
Diamond tools Diamond tools are industrial tools manufactured according to application by using high strength of synthetic diamond. 032-850-4226 010-3233-6824 kei@shinhandia.co.kr

53
PLAMA & HYPEC BLOW 

EX IND
12 www.plamablowex.com 

 EXTRUDER FOR CONSTRUCTION 

MATERIAL

1> EXTRUDER FOR CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL; SANDWICH PANEL/AL. COMPOSITE PANEL/AL.

COMPOSTE PIPE/AL. HONEYCOMB PANEL.

2> EXTRUDER FOR INDUSTRIAL MATERIAL; SHEET MC(ABS/PET/PC/EVA)

3> OTHER MC; WASTE PET BOTTLES RECYCLING MC & RECYCLED PET STRAPING BAND MC/COIL COLOR COATING MC/ GLOVE DIPPING 

MACHINE(LATEX-PU-NBR)

1> ASEPTIC B.F.S MACHINE(0.5 ml-1000 ml); MAKING PLASTIC AMPULES FOR MEDICAL SOLUTIONS.

2> FULLY AUTOMATIC MULTI-LAYER CO-EXTRUSION BLOW MOULDING MACHINE(MAX. 6 LAYER);

MAYONAISE/KETCHUP/AGRO-CHEMICAL/COSMETICS/DAIRY

3> PC WATER BOTTLES MAKING MACHINE(10-20 ltr); MINERAL WATER/FOODSTUFF.

4> EXTRA-LIGHT WEIGHT PE BOTTLES MAKING MACHINE(10-20 ltr); MINERAL WATER/FOODSTUFF

5> MASS-PRODUCTION BLOW MOULDING MACHINE(100-1000 ml; MAX. 8000/HR); 

DAIRY/JUICE/FOODSTUFF/

02-999-9040 010-5337-3086 blow_machine7@hotmail.com

54 IZ-FOG CO. 12 www.foggers.co.kr FOGGING MACHINE FOGGING MACHINE ,PEST CONTROL, 055-323-7251 010-8418-6666 izfog1@naver.com

http://www.confiad.com/
http://www.kcppump.com/
http://www.kcppump.com/
http://www.doorclosers.kr/
http://www.doorclosers.kr/
mailto:closerdk@naver.com
http://www.sewonmedix.com/
mailto:wildgoose@sewonmedix.com
http://www.kup.co.kr/
mailto:sclee@kup.co.kr
http://www.autowel.co.kr/
http://www.autowel.co.kr/
http://www.tmteng.com/
mailto:crane@tmteng.com
http://www.shinhandia.com/
http://www.shinhandia.com/
mailto:kei@shinhandia.co.kr
http://www.plamablowex.com/
http://www.foggers.co.kr/


55 GLO-LEE VINCI 12 www.glolee.com 
The machine can wrap all kinds of 

food products

This machine can wrap all kinds of food products, preserve the freshness and keep them for a long time prevent them from smelling 

insects dirt and damage. 

It is made from stainless steel for products clean image safety of food products and prevention of corrosion caused by moisture and 

salt.

Wrap prevents moisture from evaporating from food and keeps fish, vegetables, fruits and meats as fresh as they are with excellent 

oxygen permeability. 

In addition, its perfect sanitation management system helps automatic packing for your safe use. 

Safe operation 

No more burns or cuts from food packing. 

Auto-temperature control and built-in film cutter provide a risk-free packing operation. 

Energy Saving 

No more high energy consumption. 

Ruthenox heater only requires 2~3 seconds for patented sealing without preheating tome. 

Smart Choice 

NO more extra cost for additional heater. 

By simply replacing tray guide, additional trays with various sizes can be used.

031-852-3901 011-9802-6448 glolee@glolee.com 

56, 57
KOREA DELPHI 

AUTOMATIVE SYSTEMS
24 www.kdac.co.kr

Alternator, Brake, Halfshaft, 

Steering, Thermal
Alternator, Brake, Halfshaft, Steering, Thermal 031-899-8579 010-6546-0630 sunghee.hong@kdac.co.kr

A LG Electronics 60 www.lge.co.kr Consumer electronics, mobile World Leading company for Consumer electronics, mobile etc

B Samsung Electronics 60
www.samsung.co

m
Consumer electronics, mobile World Leading company for Consumer electronics, mobile etc

http://www.glolee.com/
mailto:glolee@glolee.com
http://www.kdac.co.kr/
mailto:sunghee.hong@kdac.co.kr
http://www.lge.co.kr/
http://www.samsung.com/
http://www.samsung.com/

